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A N T H R O P O L O G Y
Hunter-gatherer multilevel sociality accelerates 
cumulative cultural evolution
Andrea B. Migliano1,2*, Federico Battiston3*, Sylvain Viguier2, Abigail E. Page4, Mark Dyble5,6, 
Rodolph Schlaepfer1, Daniel Smith7, Leonora Astete8, Marilyn Ngales8, Jesus Gomez-Gardenes9,10, 
Vito Latora11,12,13,14, Lucio Vinicius1,2*
Although multilevel sociality is a universal feature of human social organization, its functional relevance 
remains unclear. Here, we investigated the effect of multilevel sociality on cumulative cultural evolution by using 
wireless sensing technology to map inter- and intraband social networks among Agta hunter-gatherers. By 
simulating the accumulation of cultural innovations over the real Agta multicamp networks, we demonstrate that 
multilevel sociality accelerates cultural differentiation and cumulative cultural evolution. Our results suggest that 
hunter-gatherer social structures [based on (i) clustering of families within camps and camps within regions, 
(ii) cultural transmission within kinship networks, and (iii) high intercamp mobility] may have allowed past and 
present hunter-gatherers to maintain cumulative cultural adaptation despite low population density, a feature 
that may have been critical in facilitating the global expansion of Homo sapiens.
INTRODUCTION
Multilevel sociality and a unique ability to accumulate culture are key 
human adaptations and evolved in ancestral humans who adopted 
a hunter-gatherer lifestyle. Hunter-gatherer multilevel sociality is 
defined by a uniquely fluid social structure, nuclear family units, 
high between-camp mobility, and multilocality (1–5). Genomic studies 
(6) have shown that fluid social structures already characterized 
expanding Upper Paleolithic human populations. Meanwhile, long-
range cultural exchange in the Homo sapiens lineage date back to 
at least 320,000 years ago (7). The emergence of both multilevel 
sociality and advanced cumulative culture early in the human lineage 
suggests an evolutionary link between the two processes. To inves-
tigate the effect of multilevel sociality on the dynamics of cultural 
evolution in humans, we (i) mapped inter- and intraband social 
networks of Agta hunter-gatherers, (ii) designed agent-based simula-
tions to model the virtual creation of a complex medicinal drug 
across the real Agta social network, and (iii) compared results of 
these simulations to similar simulations run across social structures 
lacking the unique features of hunter-gatherer multilevel sociality.
First, we mapped interactions among all adults in two multicamp 
Agta communities in the Philippines (seven forest camps over 36 km2, 
53 adults, 28 females, and three coastal camps over 5 km of coast 
and 25 km2, 37 adults, 17 females; Fig. 1). We used wireless sensing 
technology (3) to record all dyadic interactions within 3 m, every 
hour, over a month. The weight of a dyadic link was defined as the 
number of times the dyad was recorded during the month. Data show 
that camps are connected by frequent migrations and visits, reflecting 
the reported high mobility of hunter-gatherers (8, 9). In the forest 
multicamp experiment, 35% (477 of 1378) of all possible inter- and 
intracamp dyads were recorded at least once (unweighted dyads), 
against 69% (458 of 666) in the coastal group. Intra- and intercamp 
networks varied in density. In the forest group, 59% (181 of 309) of pos-
sible intracamp dyads were recorded, against 28% of intercamp dyads 
(296 of 1069). In the coastal group, 85% (257 of 304) of the possible 
intracamp dyads were observed, against 56% of possible intercamp 
dyads (201 of 362). When weights are considered, we observe in both 
groups that intracamp dyads are more strongly connected. For example, 
only 38% of unweighted forest dyads were intracamp, while 53% (9321 
of 17,555) of weighted dyads were intracamp. In the coastal group, 
56% of unweighted dyads were intracamp, against 69% (10,439 of 
15,224) of weighted dyads. In summary, coastal camps are denser and 
more interconnected than forest camps, intracamp dyads are more 
likely to be observed than intercamp dyads, and intracamp dyads 
are more strongly connected than intercamp dyads in both groups.
Relatedness level is also a factor, with the proportion of close-kin 
dyads (both unweighted and weighted) being significantly higher 
among intra- than intercamp interactions (table S1), reflecting 
hunter-gatherer’s kin-based household structure and co-residence 
of mostly unrelated households in camps (1). Non-kin dyads, whose 
proportion is higher among inter- than intercamp interactions, play 
an important role in binding the multicamp structure together. 
Last, we found no sex biases in unweighted dyads in either coastal 
or forest groups (at both intra- and intercamp levels), reflecting the 
sex egalitarianism of hunter-gatherer societies (table S2) (1). When 
dyadic weights are considered, no consistent sex bias is found either, 
with an overrepresentation of male-female dyads at the expense of 
female-female dyads in both the forest and coastal camps, but no 
clear pattern regarding male-male dyads. Together, the results show 
a hierarchically structured multicamp social network, with house-
holds mostly consisting of close kin but dyads between households 
and between camps consisting mostly of non-kin, with few observed 
differences between men and women (3).
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RESULTS
Next, we tested the potential effect of hierarchical multicamp net-
work structure on cumulative cultural evolution. We adapted a 
computer-based experiment (10) to compare cultural evolution 
rates under distinct social network structures. We first ran the 
experiment as a simulation across the real Agta multicamp forest and 
coastal networks. In the simulations, agents had to find successive 
innovations by combining virtual medicinal plants, replicating 
actual processes observed in hunter-gatherer populations (11). 
Agents were originally given six medicinal plants, each deriving a 
drug with a medicinal value. In each round, two agents formed a 
dyad and combined three of their medicinal drugs, without repetition 
and selected in proportion to their medicinal value. The medicinal 
value of the resulting triad was calculated from the value of the three 
components (Fig. 2; see details in the Supplementary Materials). Of 
the possible 20 initial triads, we established that only one led to the 
creation of a superior phytomedicine A1 and another one to phyto-
medicine B1. Those two new, higher-order innovations became 
new ingredients added to the original set. A1 could be combined 
again in one unique drug triad to produce the superior phyto-
medicine A2, which, in its turn, was necessary in a triad producing 
A3. The same happened in the parallel trajectory of increasing 
medicinal value from B1 to B2 and B3. At the fourth and highest 
level of innovation in the simulation, a “crossover” or recombina-
tion of the two trajectories was necessary to produce the two phyto-
medicines with highest efficiency (crossover 1, which derived from 
triads A2, A3, and B3, or crossover 2, which required B2, B3, and A3). 
The virtual experiment was finished when either crossover 1 or 2 was 
found by two agents. This design aimed to reflect key components 
of cultural evolution [“ratchet effect,” incremental improvement, 
recombination, and innovation; (12)]. To implement the simulation 
across real hunter- gatherer networks, in each round t, an agent i was 
selected randomly, and its partner j was selected with a probability 
proportional to the weights of all dyadic interactions of i in the 
real hunter-gatherer network. When a new ingredient was found, 
it was automatically transmitted to all direct network neighbors of 
both i and j.
We ran 1000 simulations across the real multicamp networks of 
forest and coastal groups. The forest group required, on average, 
177.3 (SD ±250.5) trial rounds to find the crossover drug, and the 
coastal group required 516.7 (SD ±506.2) rounds (Fig. 3A and table S3). 
Next, we ran the same experiment over size-matching fully connected 
networks, where all individuals are network neighbors and hence 
any innovation is immediately transmitted to all network members. 
Crossovers took significantly more rounds in both the forest group 
(509.5, SD ±399.6; Wilcoxon rank test, W = 825,400, P < 10−15) and 
coastal group (698.7, SD ±569.2; Wilcoxon rank test, W = 620,870, 
P < 10−15). Therefore, the sparsely interconnected social structure of 
hunter-gatherer multicamps accelerates cultural evolution.
Ethnographic studies have shown that hunter-gatherer medicinal 
plant knowledge is preferentially transmitted through kin networks 
rather than freely available to all network neighbors (11). Therefore, 
we repeated our experiment in real multicamp networks but limited 
transmission of new discoveries to close kin neighbors in the net-
work (father, mother, offspring, siblings, and spouses). The result is 
further acceleration of innovation rates in comparison to transmis-
sion to all direct neighbors in size-matched fully connected networks, 
with crossovers now taking only 60.7 (SD ±103.7) rounds in the 
forest group (Wilcoxon rank test, W = 322,260, P < 10−15) and 99 
(SD ±216.9) in the coastal group (Wilcoxon rank test, W = 125,560, 
P < 10−15) (Fig. 3A).
A recent study (3) has provided evidence that structural network 
properties of hunter-gatherer residential camps (global efficiency 
and clustering) maximize the efficiency of information transmis-
sion within camps. These properties result from households mostly 
consisting of close kin and households being interconnected through 
strong but more sparse non-kin dyads. We therefore replicated simula-
tions as above, but here only considering intracamp interactions 
under three scenarios: fully connected networks, real hunter-gatherer 
networks with transmission to all neighbors, and real hunter-gatherer 
networks but limiting transmission to close kin only. We first used 
network data from six separate Agta camps, previously described in 
(3). In simulations across fully connected networks, time to produce 
the final medicine ranged from 557.9 to 1545.3 rounds, depending 
Fig. 1. Multicamp structures in Agta hunter-gatherers. Figure displays individuals (dots) in camps (dot colors). Width of lines connecting individuals is proportional 
to dyadic weights (non-kin links: gray lines; close kin links: red lines). (A) Forest camps. (B) Coastal camps. Scale bars, 1 km. Locations of camps (seven forest and three 
coastal) and camp sizes are approximate.
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on the size of the camp (Fig. 3B). In real single-camp networks with 
transmission of innovations to all neighbors, time to crossover 
remains broadly similar (from 503.3 to 1460 rounds), with no 
significant differences between the two conditions in four of the six 
camps (table S3). In contrast, when transmission of discoveries is 
limited to close kin neighbors, we observe a significant acceleration 
in innovation rate, with average time to crossover reduced to be-
tween 128.7 and 680.8 rounds. For all six individual camps, trans-
mission of innovations only to close kin halves time to crossover in 
comparison to transmission to all neighbors. There is also a positive 
effect of camp size (Fig. 3B), confirming the importance of demog-
raphy in cultural evolution (13–17). However, the effects of social 
structure and size are independent (18, 19). This is demonstrated by 
our simulations across the two multicamp groups, which resulted in 
shorter times to crossover than in the case of single camps of approx-
imately similar size (Fig. 3C). For example, in the coastal multicamp 
group (n = 37) with transmission to close kin only, mean time to 
crossover was 99 rounds, significantly shorter than for a single camp 
with equivalent population size, such as camp 4 (n = 36; 169 rounds; 
Wilcoxon rank test, W = 445,060, P = 0.00002), while in the forest 
multi-camp group (n = 53) with transmission to close kin only, 
mean time to crossover was 60.7 rounds, significantly shorter than 
Fig. 2. Cumulative culture simulation. In our simulation, agents had to find successive innovations by combining virtual medicinal plants. They were given an initial set 
of six medicinal plants, which could be combined in triads to generate new drugs (A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, and B3) of increasing medicinal value. At the fourth level of innova-
tion, a crossover of trajectories A and B produces the two medicines with highest efficiency (crossovers 1 and 2). The virtual experiment was finished when a crossover 
was found. Figure and simulation were adapted from (10).
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Fig. 3. Time to discovery of highest-level innovation (crossover). (A) Time to crossover in multicamp simulations (coast and forest) under three experimental treat-
ments [black, fully connected (F); green, all neighbors copy (N); red, only close kin copy (K)]. (B) Time to crossover in six real individual camps. (C) Comparisons between real 
individual camps (red circles) and real multicamps of similar size (open circles), indicating independent effects of network size and structure. Vertical bars represent SEM.
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for single camp 6 with equivalent size (n = 48; 128.7 rounds; 
Wilcoxon rank test, W = 545,960, P = 0.0004) (Fig. 3C and table S3). 
Thus, while intracamp social structure facilitates the evolution of 
cumulative culture due to kin clustering, sparsely connected multi-
camp social structures further accelerate cultural innovation rates.
We then asked how and why a multilevel social structure that 
restricts the flow of information can increase rates of cultural evolu-
tion. We thus analyzed the distribution of incremental innovations 
(A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, and B3) and recombination events (crossovers) 
across the social network at the end of simulations. Simulations 
based on transmission of innovations only to close kin revealed that 
the structuring of the two multicamp networks (with families within 
camps and camps within a multicamp) promotes cultural clustering, 
overall diversity, and faster times to crossover compared to trans-
mission to all nodes in fully connected networks (Fig. 4). The 
reason is that fully connected networks promote faster transmission 
of innovations to all network members along one of the lineages 
(A or B). However, faster discoveries of incremental innovations 
along one trajectory happen at the expense of discoveries in the other 
lineage (Fig. 3B). Consequently, the populations become trapped in 
one of the lineages and unlikely to produce the crossover drug. For 
example, once the first innovation A1 is found and transferred to 
other individuals, drug triads including the new ingredient are, on 
average, superior to any of the other triads; therefore, B1 becomes 
less likely to be found; once A2 is found and transmitted to all other 
nodes, progress along the B trajectory becomes even less likely. In 
contrast, transmission across multilevel social structures of hunter- 
gatherers allows the coexistence of the two lineages among different 
kin or household clusters within camps and among distinct camps 
in a multicamp structure. The coexistence of cultural lineages 
promotes their faster recombination into higher-order cultural 
innovations (Fig. 3A). Thus, multilevel structuring favors the main-
tenance of cultural lineages and innovations in different parts of the 
network, due to a network memory of features that otherwise would 
be lost by single individuals.
Last, we asked how characteristics of hunter-gatherer sociality 
(high mobility, strong kinship ties, and non-kin dyads between 
households and camps) relate to the process of cultural accumulation. 
First, simulations show that as innovations become more complex 
from A1/B1 to crossovers, the contribution of non-kin dyads in-
creases from 29 to 41% (forest group) and from 31 to 48% (coastal 
group; table S4). In addition, the contribution of intercamp dyads 
also increases from 31% (A1) to 48% (crossover) in the forest group 
and from 36 to 39% in the coastal group. Dyads formed by individuals 
from different camps (either kin or non-kin) often bridge together 
solutions from different parts of the network, which leads to the 
recombination of trajectories A and B into crossovers. This reveals the 
importance of high intercamp mobility of individuals and families 
to cumulative culture in hunter-gatherer societies.
DISCUSSION
Unlike nonhuman primates, extant hunter-gatherers exhibit a social 
structure containing clusters of nuclear families that co-reside with 
other unrelated families, a fluid social structure including both male 
and female migrations, and friendship dyads across camps (1–3). 
We have provided evidence that multiple levels of clustering in hunter- 
gatherer social networks accelerate cumulative cultural evolution. 
This occurs because multilevel social structuring restricts transmis-
sion of cultural innovations and allows the coexistence of multiple 
Fig. 4. Timing and diversity of innovations across real multicamp social networks. (A) Average innovation level (incremental steps A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, and cross-
over event) by number of rounds, in fully connected (black) and real multicamp networks (forest group) with transmission only to close kin (red). Averages were drawn 
from 1000 simulations for each transmission scenario. Shaded areas around the curves are SEs estimated for each round and multiplied by 5 for better visualization. 
(B) Real multicamp network (forest group) showing innovation level achieved by each individual at the end of one typical simulation with transmission only to close kin 
(light green, A1; green, A2; dark green, A3; light red, B1; red, B2; dark red, B3; the two blue circled individuals are the ones finding the crossover). Innovations are clustered 
in different parts of the real network. (C and D) Same as above, but for the real multicamp coastal network.
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traditions or solutions to a similar problem in different parts of the 
network. The conclusion is consistent with differences in medicinal 
knowledge between BaYaka hunter-gatherers and African apes 
living in the same Central African forests (11). Of the 32 medicinal 
plants used by the BaYaka, 9 are used by gorillas and 6 are used by 
chimpanzees (20). However, no BaYaka individual in the sample 
had knowledge of all the 32 plants. This difference in knowledge 
breadth mirrors differences in social structure among the species and 
suggests a redefinition of the ratchet effect in humans: Cumulative 
culture involves not only the impossibility of recreation of cultural 
features by isolated individuals but also the emergence of knowledge 
specialization within populations. Accordingly, in our simulations 
across real networks, no individual ended up in possession of all 
innovations. This illustrates why cumulative culture is a product of 
human populations rather than individuals and suggests that the 
origin of knowledge specialization in humans took place in hunter- 
gatherer multilevel societies.
We propose that the multilevel structure observed in extant 
hunter-gatherers may explain the cultural dynamism of H. sapiens 
since its origins and its worldwide expansion. We believe that multi-
level structuring already characterized Middle Stone Age populations 
emerging as early as 320,000 years ago, which were also known to 
have established trade dyads connecting sites up to 160 km apart 
(7, 21). As hunter-gatherers expanded within and then out of Africa 
in small and interconnected bands, potential consequences may 
have included cultural recombination preceding “local revolutions” 
such as the Upper Paleolithic (22) and genetic introgression among 
H. sapiens and other hominin species (23, 24).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Collection of network data using motes
We have previously described the technology in detail (3), so here, 
we provided a shorter description. Motes are wireless sensing devices 
that store all between-device communications within a specified 
distance. The device we used was the UCMote Mini (with a TinyOS 
operating system). Individuals within a camp and in two areas includ-
ing seven and three camps wore the motes from a period of 1 month. 
The motes created ad hoc networks and required no grounded in-
frastructure. Therefore, they had the advantage of collecting interac-
tions even when a group of individuals was far from camp foraging.
Each device sent a message every hour that contained its unique 
ID, a time stamp, and the signal strength. These messages were stored 
by any other mote within a 3-m radius. Being within 3 m is a common 
threshold applied in behavioral studies of human and nonhuman 
primates to denote dyadic exchanges and close interactions, such as 
playing, hunting, foraging, and socializing.
Motes utilization
The motes were sealed into wristbands and belts (depending on size 
and preference), labeled with a unique number, and identified with 
colored string to avoid accidental swaps. We checked for armband 
swaps and made adjustments before data processing. Individuals wore 
motes uninterruptedly for 4 weeks and received a small compensa-
tion (thermal bottle and cooking utensils). If individuals arrived at 
a camp during data collection, they were promptly given a mote and 
entry time was recorded. Similarly, if an individual left a camp at 
any time before the end of data collection, the time they returned 
the mote was recorded. To ensure that swaps did not occur, individuals 
were asked twice daily to check if they were wearing the correct 
armband. All mote numbers were also checked when they were 
returned. Any swaps were recorded during data collection and 
adjusted in the final data processing by associating the individual 
with the correct mote at any given point during data collection.
Data recovery
Data were later downloaded via a PC side application written in 
Java. Data were only selected between 05:00 and 20:00 to avoid long 
hours of recording who slept in the same shelter. We ran raw data 
through a stringent data-processing system in Python to prevent 
data corruption. Data were matched to ID numbers and start-stop 
times of each mote. The result was a matrix with the number of 
recorded beacons for all possible dyads (or dyadic weights).
Ethical approval
Research project and fieldwork were approved by the University 
College London Ethics Committee (code 3086/003, Leverhulme Trust 
grant RP2011-R-045, 2011–2016).
Description of cultural evolution model
We performed agent-based simulations adapted from the model 
proposed by Derex and Boyd (10). The cultural repertoire of each 
individual is described by a binary vector (present/absent), where 
each entry represents a different ingredient or drug derived from a 
medicinal plant. Each ingredient has an intrinsic fitness or medicinal 
value. At time t = 0 (start of simulation), an agent is endowed with 
a set of six original ingredients (two drugs of value 10, two drugs of 
value 8, and two drugs of value 6). Their recombination into triads 
may lead, in some cases, to the discovery of new ingredients of higher 
fitness, which are then added to the original set.
Starting with the six original ingredients, one triad (combining 
three drugs of medicinal values 10, 8, and 6) produces a first cultural 
innovation of higher medicinal value A1. All other triads were 
considered as nonsuccessful and awarded no value. Next, another 
single triad including A1 plus the original ingredients produces a 
second drug A2 of even higher value; A2 is added to the drug set 
and is required for the creation of the higher-value drug A3. The 
same process generates a second trajectory B1, B2, and B3. The fitness 
of the new ingredients A1 and B1 is greater than the fitness of any 
other triad; the same is true for A2/A3 and B2/B3. At the final stage 
of the experiment, two possible crossover can be produced by the 
combination of ingredients from trajectories A and B (crossover 1 
requiring A3, B3, and A2 and crossover 2 requiring A3, B3, and B2). 
Thus, cultural evolution from level 1 to 3 is vertical and defines two 
independent trajectories A and B, while cultural evolution from 
level 3 to 4 is horizontal and represents a rarer innovation leap. The 
values of the new ingredients were the same as in (10): A1 = B1 = 48; 
A2 = B2 = 109; A3 = B3 = 188; crossover 1 = crossover 2 = 358.
Simulations across fully connected networks
Simulations of the model were based on dyad interactions between 
agents i and j. First, we described the case of a fully connected net-
work of N individuals, i.e., a well-mixed population of N agents with 
equal probability of interaction to each other. The process of cultural 
evolution was simulated by a Monte Carlo method with asynchronous 
update. The simulation proceeded in epochs (or rounds):
1. A focal agent i was uniformly and randomly selected with prob-
ability P = 1/N.
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2. A second and neighboring agent j was also randomly and 
uniformly selected. Because the network was fully connected, agent j 
is selected with a fixed probability P = 1/(N − 1).
3. i and j respectively selected 2 and 1 objects from their set of 
ingredients (or vice versa, with probability P = 0.5), with probability 
proportional to their medicinal value, creating a drug triad.
4. If the combination led to a discovery, the new drug is added to 
the set of ingredients of both discoverers i and j; otherwise, nothing 
happens.
5. In case of discovery, all neighbors of i and j acquire the new 
discovery, too. Because the network was fully connected, all nodes 
or agents were connected, and the whole population acquired the new 
ingredient immediately following its discovery.
When all N individuals had been selected as focal agents in step 1, 
an epoch t ended. When a crossover was found at time t = T, the simu-
lation ended.
Simulations across real hunter-gatherer networks
We simulated the model across the real weighted networks of Agta 
hunter-gatherers (derived both from two multicamp groups and 
from six individual camps). This was possible because of the mod-
ification of a few of the steps above. To simulate the process with 
transmission of discoveries to all neighbors, new steps 2 and 5 were 
defined as:
2. A second agent j, neighbor of i, was selected. For each neighbor 
j, selection probability was proportional to the weight of the dyadic 
link wij between i and j.
5. In case of discovery, only neighbors of i and neighbors of j 
acquired the new ingredient.
To simulate transmission of discoveries only to close kin across 
the real network, step 5 was further modified:
5. In case of discovery, only neighbors of i who were also close 
kin of i and neighbors of j who were also close kin of j acquire the 
new ingredient.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/9/eaax5913/DC1
Table S1. Distribution of intracamp, intercamp, and total dyads by kinship level in forest and 
coastal multicamp groups.
Table S2. Distribution of intracamp, intercamp, and total dyads by sex composition in forest 
and coastal multicamp groups.
Table S3. Time to crossover as a function of camp size, network type, and transmission mode.
Table S4. Fraction of dyads classified by relatedness (close kin, extended kin, non-kin) or 
location (intra- and intercamp) and estimated at successive innovation level (A1/B1, A2/B2, A3/
B3, crossover 1/2).
Data file S1. Simulation data: Time to crossover.
Data file S2. Simulation data: Innovation level.
Data file S3. Edge list, forest group.
Data file S4. Edge list, coastal group.
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